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To:  United Nations, Member states 

Cc: Members of international organizations, Media, Reporters 

From: Kaygo Ohtsuka 

Date:  Mar. 28, 2024 

Subject:  

The Crocus City Hall bombing was  

FSB false flag operation. 

Several facts indicate that the FSB's false flag operation 

coincidentally coincided with ISIS' demonstration of attack. 

There are no photos of the casualties at the scene, and there were 

orderly denouncers from inside the venue, so the number of 

casualties is probably only a few at most. 

1. Judging from the appearance of the venue, the crime was committed 

using a large number of people. 

The people in the venue wearing blue uniforms and jeans who 

could be assumed to be FSB members remained calm and seated 

during the evacuation of the venue, and it can only be assumed that 

they were aware of the incident. 
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2. The core of the crime was the explosion, not the fire 

Judging from the desolation of the venue, it is thought that it was 

blown up rather than burned. Moreover, it is believed that the 

explosion occurred in the center of the seats at the venue. 

This is inferred from the fall of the steel frame directly above, the 

major destruction of the dome, and the destruction on both sides of 

the stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It would be impossible for intruders from outside to set up 

explosives in the center of the venue and escape within 30 minutes. 

Even considering the difference in the number of people guarding 

the area, there is no way that such a crime plan could have been 

planned and executed. 
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3. The second floor seats are dressed in blue uniforms and jeans 

disguised as spectators, while the first floor seats are dressed in white 

uniforms. 

 In the first floor seats, there 

were people in white uniforms who 

appeared to be staff guiding and 

evacuating the audience. 

They seemed to be in a bit of a 

panic, but they seemed to be 

guiding the evacuation properly. 

In addition, there is a Kremlin leak (General SVR) that the 

Interior Ministry personnel and Russian Guards who were said to 

have been present at the venue fled instead of responding to the 

members who are said to have carried out the shooting. 

https://t.me/generalsvr/2257 

Japanese translation, Google Translate English, original copy 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/GeneralSVR_240325.pdf 

 

4. It is safe to assume that the members who arrested the alleged 

culprits were the FSB wearing blue uniforms and jeans. 

The person who appeared to have had his ear chopped off was 

taken away by a man wearing a blue jeans uniform, the same 

uniform as the person present at the venue. 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/GeneralSVR_240325.pdf
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5. General SVR himself pointed out the strangeness of the arrest of the 

perpetrator in the first report of the incident. 

Although the crime is said to have been carefully planned, the 

suspect was driving an old and extremely slow Renault, even 

though the Ukrainian border was several hundred kilometers away. 

What kind of window (escape route) is open on the Russia-

Ukraine border when the RDK and the "Russian Freedom Corps" 

armed with armored vehicles and cannons are said to be on the 

border? 

This description is not from the Kremlin leak, but can be thought 

of as a comment from General SVR himself, who has witnessed 

numerous FSB false flag operations. 

https://t.me/generalsvr/2253 

Japanese translation, Google Translate English, original copy 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/GeneralSVR_240323-2.pdf 

 

6. Russia's claim has always been that Ukraine was responsible and 

that it was involved 

Since Russia has been insisting on Ukraine's claims since that day, 

and even after admitting that ISIS was responsible for the attack, 

it is still claiming that Ukraine ordered it, so it can only be 

considered a false flag operation by the FSB. 

 

https://t.me/generalsvr/2253
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/GeneralSVR_240323-2.pdf
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Since Ukraine has no benefit whatsoever from causing the 

incident, it is judged that it had no involvement at all. 

The arrested Tajikistan nationals were only running the routes 

on request; they had not received any training or received any 

compensation. 

The perpetrator would have been carrying a firearm, so he would 

not be captured and tortured by FSB agents in jeans without 

resistance. 

In the false flag incident in which a Molotov cocktail was thrown 

at the front door of a conscription office, the FSB contacted the 

suspects in advance, had them commit the crime during daylight 

hours, and filmed it. 
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https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1686926498501197824 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_FSB_was_behind_the_arson.pdf 

 

It is also very similar to the St. Petersburg false flag incident. 

The FSB asked the woman to give the gift to a speaker at the 

venue, causing it to explode. 

It was clear that they had filmed the woman entering the venue 

just before the incident. That's because the woman can't arrange 

the shoot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1686926498501197824
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https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1643118073703190528 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_truth_behind_the_St_Petersburg_explosion.pdf 

https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1642642579769659392 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Kerch_Bridge_road_bridge_bombing_on_17_J

uly_2023_was_an_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf 

Also, the fact that the culprit was caught early in the Crocus Sea 

Hall bombing is similar to previous false flags. 

 

 

7. It was ISIS terrorism that invaded, shot, and left in 30 minutes. 

It is also true that ISIS invaded and carried out shootings. It is 

difficult to deny this because the footage from the perpetrator has 

been released. 

The FSB will not ask ISIS to do so. Because they were in a 

conflicting relationship. 

ISIS is also anti-American, but it has also been attacked by 

Russia, and before that it was the Soviet Union that fought in 

Afghanistan 

https://www.newsweekjapan.jp/stories/world/2015/02/isis-4.php 

 

 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Kerch_Bridge_road_bridge_bombing_on_17_July_2023_was_an_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Kerch_Bridge_road_bridge_bombing_on_17_July_2023_was_an_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
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8. Let's consider the purpose of ISIS's crimes. 

"ISIS Claims Attack on Moscow Concert Hall After Ukraine 

Blames Putin" 

Jason Lemon, Newsweek 

Published Mar 22, 2024 at 6:36 PM EDT 

Updated Mar 22, 2024 at 8:07 PM EDT 

https://www.newsweek.com/isis-claims-attack-moscow-concert-hall-after-

ukraine-blames-putin-1882570 

This time, the United States and Britain had also issued warnings 

about a terrorist attack on a public place in Moscow by an Islamic 

organization. At this point, it is difficult to understand why ISIS 

carried out the terrorist attack in Moscow. 

The Kremlin and Putin Double are unable to define Russians and 

include or exclude non-Russian-speaking Muslims and Islamic 

republics. 

The main argument is that Ukraine is part of Russia, so it does 

not include an Islamic republic, and there seems to be a growing 

desire to force it to make Russian the national language. 

Pakistan is calling for help from the IMF, saying it is facing 

economic collapse. 

After the Taliban took control of Afghanistan, military and civil 

aid has disappeared, and the country is in the most difficult period 

economically. 

With the power of Russia, Pakistan, and Afghanistan declining, 

it is highly likely that ISIS is attempting to establish an independent 

state in the areas it currently controls. 

https://www.newsweek.com/isis-claims-attack-moscow-concert-hall-after-ukraine-blames-putin-1882570
https://www.newsweek.com/isis-claims-attack-moscow-concert-hall-after-ukraine-blames-putin-1882570
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For the Afghan Taliban, it means they can resume their 

professional terrorist business. 

If this is the case, it would be a good idea to use the countries in 

the southern Caucasus region of the Russian Federation, as well as 

the Islamic Republics within and outside the country, as a barrier 

to invasion from Alpina-centered areas such as Moscow to areas 

controlled by ISIS. 

If it leads to the start of secession and independence in the 

Caucasus region without directly fighting the Russian Federation, 

terrorist activities in Moscow can be called a hybrid operation in a 

sense. 

The warning that the UK and the US issued to their nationals 

living in Moscow was that the attack was an "Islamic terrorist 

attack." It wasn't a "terrorism attack by ISIS." 

The Soviet Union lost against ISIS, and considering Afghanistan, 

the US also lost. It is unlikely that this will lead to World War III. 

This is the Biden administration are talking about. 

 

9. The Kremlin is eager to transition from Putin Double to a post-Putin 

regime 

In Russia, support for the Putin Double, Bortnikov's coup d'état, 

has already been lost. The actual results of the presidential election 

were 39.2% for Putin and 27.4% for Vladislav Davankov. 

https://t.me/generalsvr/2237 

Japanese translation, Google Translate English, original copy 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/GeneralSVR_240319.pdf 

https://t.me/generalsvr/2237
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/GeneralSVR_240319.pdf
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Given that a majority is the condition for election, Putin Double 

has not been able to win. 

Perhaps for this reason, the Kremlin is considering making 

nomination by parliament rather than voting by the people in 

elections after the abdication of Putin Double (the condition for 

winning is the top vote-getter rather than over half of votes). 

https://t.me/generalsvr/2223 

 

10. What is the situation in the Russian Federation? 

The Russian Federation is approaching the brink of collapse on 

three fronts:  

(1) Economic bankruptcy: All military needs are covered by taxes, 

so no added value is created. 

Therefore, the Russian economy began to decline from 2023. 

Inflation rates are high, especially for foreign products and 

chicken and eggs. 

The exchange rate cannot be maintained without buying 

support, and is headed for a low price. 

Intangible expenditures using gold such as the purchase of 

weapons from Iran and the use of Starlink are increasing. 

 

(2) Military inferiority: The loss of manpower and weapons is more 

than three times that of Ukraine. 

 

 

https://t.me/generalsvr/2223
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(3) Political crisis: Putin Double's declining approval rating;  

Internal conflicts within the Kremlin (becoming a vassal state 

of China) 

Declining centripetal force in Islamic republics and regions 

within the Federation (volunteers could not be gathered, and 

lump-sum payments increased by 33%)  

Declining centripetal force inAsian republics 

Decreased trust from CSTO countries including Armenia 

However, for the Russian Federation, losing control of areas such 

as the Caucasus would be a bigger blow than areas controlled by 

ISIS. 

Depending on how it unfolds, ISIS could spark a trigger conflict 

that could disrupt the Russian Federation. 

 

11. What is Biden doing and what is his goal? 

Biden, Sullivan postponed the F-16 delivery again in May to 

avoid having to choose the spy whether FSB chief Bortnikov Hitler 

or President Zelensky as the spy. Moreover, they decided to provide 

only six aircraft for 12 pilots. 

In effect,  they prevented Ukraine from gaining air superiority 

within its territory. It is unclear which they will remain as spy 

whether Bortnikov or Zelensky. Maybe they decided to continue the 

war, which is the next best option if a ceasefire cannot be imposed. 

However, it should be recognized that the US and the Kremlin 
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decided to continue their strategy of restricting the supply of 

artillery shells during March and April, assuming that Ukraine 

would accept a cease-fire as the Patriot and other air defense 

missiles were depleted. 

If Ukraine continues to fight without accepting a ceasefire-like 

peace agreement, it is difficult to predict future developments 

without looking at the state of the Russian Federation and the 

power struggle within the Kremlin during May. 

Also, if a fight for independence begins in areas currently 

controlled by ISIS, major changes may occur, as it will be difficult 

for both Russia and the US to subdue it. 

There are possibilities that the US president's behind-the-scenes 

dealings with the Kremlin, activities to cause conflicts and wars in 

various places, sanctions, and policies to maintain high oil prices 

may come to an end. 
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http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Read_First.pd 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_worl

d_peace.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_w

orld_peace.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Biden_initiated_Russia's_war_of_aggression_ag

ainst_Ukraine.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Tell_President_Biden_to_make_peace.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Warning_to_Russia,_China_and_the_US.pdf 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_three_nuclear_powers_are_desperate.pdf 

https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1633717124006043651 

https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1731461069611438302 

https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1646020852931268609 

 

12. Putin Double's new term starts in May 

Putin Double's new term begins in May. The person who served 

as prime minister at that time will become acting president when 

Putin's double cedes to the post-Putin era. 

The Constitution of the Russian Federation stipulates that the 

person who becomes acting president must hold an election for the 

next president within 90 days. 

Bortnikov leaked to the General SVR that he wanted to continue 

the puppet government with Dyumin as a post-Putin figure, but Xi 

Jinping instructed him not to let the Kremlin decide on its own. 

A delegation from China has also come, and the question of who 

should be the next prime minister is currently divided between 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Be_careful_with_Biden.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Read_First.pd
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/J_Let_the_UN_possess_the_power_to_realize_world_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Biden_initiated_Russia's_war_of_aggression_against_Ukraine.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Biden_initiated_Russia's_war_of_aggression_against_Ukraine.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Tell_President_Biden_to_make_peace.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/Warning_to_Russia,_China_and_the_US.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_three_nuclear_powers_are_desperate.pdf
https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1633717124006043651
https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1731461069611438302
https://twitter.com/Kay_121/status/1646020852931268609
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Prime Minister Mishustin and former President Medvedev. 

The mainstream group includes Prime Minister Mishustin, 

Kiriyenko, and Kovalchuk's son, and is in a power struggle with the 

coup factions of Bortnikov, Peskov, and Naryshkin. 

It is not clear who they want the next president to be. 

Well, with that in mind, I have decided to publish my 

specifications for Ukraine's AI weapons, such as AI rush-type 

winged drones, in May. 

The US is the "merchant of death,'' and the Speaker of the House 

of Representatives has commented that "weapons and shells for 

Ukraine should be purchased in European countries and delivered 

to Ukraine.'' 

It has also become clear that the inclusion of grants to Israel was 

a way for the Biden administration and Congress to avoid passing 

the deal. 

If European countries purchase US weapons and provide them 

to Ukraine, they will be supporting the US to continue as a 

"merchant of death.'' 

It is time for European countries and other countries around the 

world to recognize the US as an unscrupulous country and give up 

on being a partner. 

Zelensky seems to want to expand his military and maintain a 

state of conflict with Russia, so he won't give up on the US. 

Looking at Israel's excessively defensive war, it can be said that 

if the United Nations does not have the power to impose sanctions 

on the imperialism of the US, Russia, and China, there is no reason 
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for its existence. 

Of course, the Security Council, which has veto power, should be 

abolished. 

If we look at the United States and Russia, which continued to 

hold Security Council meetings throughout January and prevented 

the United Nations General Assembly from convening, the Security 

Council is nothing more than an obstacle to world peace. 

The Internet began with the opening of ARPNET, a U.S. 

Department of Defense and military network, to the private sector. 

The only way to be able to shut down the Internet by UN 

resolution is to establish the Internet root (the Mother) outside the 

US. 

If Internet management organizations object to this, the 

countries of the world should strip the US of its authority as an 

internet provider, set up services outside the US, and force the US 

to pay half of the connection fees for overseas lines. 

This is essential to breaking the monopoly dominance of Amazon, 

Google, Facebook, and Apple. 

***** 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was

_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf 

***** 

Kaygo Ohtsuka 

k.o@nifty.com 

Pacifist 

http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
http://kay5.music.coocan.jp/The_Crocus_City_Hall_bombing_was_FSB_false_flag_operation.pdf
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